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kad-servers or.servers files on Windows). It's giving the same error Response: "One or more of the files in the patch did not
pass verification, please re-download them and try again." EDIT: Also, it seems that it doesn't create a.ks directory in the folder
that the patch file is in, so I can't use the "patchmake"-command. Logged "To really be bad... you have to have real power and
real terror... and a real willingness to use them" Some of the files downloaded from the link given above have the wrong file
name extension. On the first column in the list, there is an entry for kad-0.3.3.2-Kororan-Windows-patch, which is the correct
extension for that file. However, on the second column, there is an entry for kad-0.3.3.2-Kororan-Windows-patch.bz2, which is
the wrong extension for that file. I believe this was introduced sometime between September and October, and was actually
found by a person on a different forum. It was noticed that it would apply a patch for each Kad version that it found on a KAD
server, which meant that it would keep applying patches until it found a KAD version it supported. It was also found that it
could replace the corresponding.ks file, which would cause the same problem that you had. The only way to solve the problem is
to delete all of the.ks files from the patch's directory. I also believe it has been fixed by the patch that was posted on
SourceForge, which I have already sent you a PM for. My user name on SourceForge is "renekoromando". Please email me if
you want me to PM you the links to the files I downloaded. Re-Edited. Now fixed, and it should work. It now asks whether it
should replace the.ks files and if you want to proceed, or whether you want to skip them. I don't think you read the screen. Do
you want to replace the.ks files? If you check the box that says "Do not replace existing. 82157476af
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